Essays: Model Answers
Opinion: Nature & Technology

Essay topic:
Our fast-growing technology often raises serious ethical concerns. Science has been accused of
meddling with nature and scientists have been blamed for playing God. Should we treat nature
as a temple for worship or as a workshop where man is its worker? Express your
opinion supporting your views with examples.
WRITE your answer in 300-350 words.

Since time immemorial man has struggled with nature for their survival. Nature poses life
threatening traps in every step we take while it simultaneously provides us with the means to
overcome all challenges and thrive. Should we treat our environment as a fearful deity or as an
ingenious partner in the struggle for survival?
Adopting a worship approach towards nature entails respect and fear. Man feels like a small
insignificant piece of the huge inexplicable puzzle of creation. The rules are set by a distant creator
and the humble humans are expected to abide by the norms and praise their Lord for all the
blessings around them. It is an Adam and Eve approach. They were entitled to all the gifts of
paradise as long as they did not question anything.
Conversely, the workshop attitude turns people into active agents. The seas and the skies, the wind
and the water, the earth and the fire become fields of knowledge and elements for creation. Man
becomes an instrument of nature for the development of new forms and even for the evolution of
existing species. However, this active Promethean participation comes with a price: arrogance.
Seeing yourself as a master of the art of life can easily pump your ego. The sense of respect for
nature dissipates and it is promptly replaced by the conceited stance that treats the animals as
servants and the resources as rightful possessions.
Therefore, it is more than obvious that the perfect recipe is a combination of respect and active
participation. We need to blend the inquisitive nature of Prometheus with the pious soul of Adam
and Eve (before the Fall). In other words we say yes to genetic engineering and space travelling
while at the same time we protect endangered species and curtail carbon emissions.
All in all, man’s attitude towards nature should be characterized by a constant search for the right
balance between respect for the existing order of things and experimentation with new possibilities.
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Model answer analysis.
Introduction: Restate the topic. Set the question.
Since time immemorial man has struggled with nature for their survival. Nature poses life
threatening traps in every step we take while it simultaneously provides us with the means to
overcome all challenges and thrive. Should we treat our environment as a fearful deity or as an
ingenious partner in the struggle for survival?

Body paragraph one: The worship approach
Adopting a worship approach towards nature entails respect and fear. Man feels like a small
insignificant piece of the huge inexplicable puzzle of creation. The rules are set by a distant creator
and the humble humans are expected to abide by the norms and praise their Lord for all the
blessings around them. It is an Adam and Eve approach. They were entitled to all the gifts of
paradise as long as they did not question anything.
Body paragraph two: The workshop approach
Conversely, the workshop attitude turns people into active agents. The seas and the skies, the wind
and the water, the earth and the fire become fields of knowledge and elements for creation. Man
becomes an instrument of nature for the development of new forms and even for the evolution of
existing species. However, this active Promethean participation comes with a price: arrogance.
Seeing yourself as a master of the art of life can easily pump your ego. The sense of respect for
nature dissipates and it is promptly replaced by the conceited stance that treats the animals as
servants and the resources as rightful possessions.

Body paragraph three: Your opinion
Therefore, it is more than obvious that perfect recipe is the combination of respect and active
participation. We need to blend the inquisitive nature of Prometheus with the pious soul of Adam
and Eve (before the Fall). In other words we say yes to genetic engineering and space travelling
while at the same time we protect endangered species and curtail carbon emissions.
Conclusion: A summary of what you’ve said
All in all, man’s attitude towards nature should be characterised by a constant search for the right
balance between respect for the existing order of things and experimentation with new possibilities.
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Target vocabulary
Since time immemorial
In other words
Conversely
Therefore, it is more than obvious that
to pump your ego
to set the rules
to abide by the norms
to be entitled to
to adopt an approach towards sth
to curtail carbon emissions
to overcome a challenge
to thrive
to dissipate
it entails
it comes with a price
attitude towards
arrogance = conceited stance
rightful possessions
inquisitive nature
the right balance between
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Homework essay topic:
Genetic engineering will open the Pandora’s box. Geneticists are like kids tampering with
the code of an intricate software programme. Should we allow genetic engineering
experimentation or should set some limits before we are confronted with irreversible results?
Express your opinion supporting your views with examples.
WRITE your answer in 300-350 words.

